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Gayatri Devi Vasudev
A case study of debilitated planets

(Under Guidance of Shri K.N. Rao)

This  Article is a result of research

conducted under the guidance of our Guruji Shri

K.N. Rao Sir, in which working on horoscopes

of various Famous people and  also on

personally known people by the Senior

Research. Our Data collection was of over 100

horoscopes.

Our Findings from the research on one

or more Debilitated planets (Neech ke grah)  was

as follows:-

 1. Debilitated planets give result depending on:

  i) Lordship they hold.

ii) In which house they are placed.

iii) They give problems related  to their Natural

Significations.

2. It is very important to see that :

i) What is their state in the related Varga

chart.

ii) Initially the Debilitated planet may give bad

results but later are able to deliver good

results.

3. According to Brihat Parashar Hora Shastra,

the 3rd, 6th  or 8th Lords in their Debilitation become 'Raja

Yoga Karaka'.

4. If placed in the 3rd , 6th or 8th House, debilitated planets

give good results.

5. If debilitated planets are in Vipreet Raja Yoga, they give

good results.

6. When a planet comes out of its debilitation point, it

behaves like a prisioner just released from jail as its full of

energy and joy or happiness, thereby giving good results.

Therefore,  it is very necessary to study these points

before analysing the results given by a debilitated planet

in a horoscope because  the debilitated planet not always

gives bad results and may  give good results.

I am presenting the horoscope given to me by my

Guruji Shri K.N.Rao Sir,  which has three debilitated

planets, namely, both the Lumanaries, the Sun,  the Moon

and Jupiter and yet the person became very famous.

She is well known in the field of Astrology and has

written many books on Astrology and is Editor of ‘Modern

Astrology‘ magazine.

Details of the Debilitated Planets
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Moon is the Sixth Lord placed in the tenth house

with Venus as Fourth Lord and Ninth Lord  is being aspected

by Mars from Seventh house.

Sun is the Seventh Lord placed in the ninth house

and is being aspected  by Saturn from seventh house.

Jupiter is the Second and Eleventh Lord placed in

the twelfth house is aspecting the Mercury and Ketu in the

Eighth house. Jupiter is Vargottam.

Introduction: This is a  horoscope of  a   Famous

Woman Astrologer,  none other   than Smt. Gayatri Devi

Vasudev, daughter of  famous Astrologer, Dr. B.V. Raman,

who has done research in Mundane Astrology and given

many correct Predictions and is presently the Editor of

astrological magazine “ MODERN ASTROLOGY”.

The details have been given by Guruji Shri. K.N.Rao

Sir. She is the eighth child among her other siblings. Dr. B.V.

Raman made her the joint Editor of the Astrological Magazine.

Though she had elder brothers and sisters but she was chosen

by her father to become the joint Editor. This is because he

saw more talent  (Pratibha) in his younger daughter.

Some Events of her life

 1. Her academic career in physics and mathematics

and later on in Law from Bangalore University was with

distinction. After Completing study in Law in April-May 1972,

(Dasha running was of Ketu/Ketu) at the age of 22 years,

she started her career by going to Lawyers office for training.

2. In September, 1972, (Dasha running was of Ketu/

Venus) her father, Dr.B.V Raman before going overseas gave

her papers of Articles on Astrology and asked her to go

through them and collect them and make a write-up. She

was good in Composition and writing. She started reading

and compiled the astrological articles. When her father

returned and saw the compilation, he patted her at the back

for an excellent work done by her.

3. This was a turning point in her life and career. She

started reading more Articles of Astrology and also started

writing. Though she took no formal education in Astrology but

would hear her father give astrological readings to his clients.

4. In 1985, when Shri. K.N.Rao Sir was posted in

Bhubhneshwar, he received a letter from Dr.B.V. Raman

stating that he is making his  daughter, Gayatri Devi Vasudev

as the Joint Editor of the Astrological magazine  which had

been running since 1936 and that Shri. K.N. Rao sir should

give his full support to her as he had been doing earlier for  Dr.

B.V.Raman. This is because Dr. Raman saw more Pratibha

i.e. talent in his daughter.

5. Guruji always supported and guided Smt. Gayatri

Devi for the articles of astrology. As there was a Parampara,

Guruji had learned Jyotish from his mother ( Mother to Son)

and Smt. Gayatri Devi  learnt Jyotish from her father (Father

to Daughter).

Dr. B.V. Raman was a ‘Parampara ke Jyotishi and

Parampara ki jyotish karne wale bade sankeerna ho jate

hain’.

6. On 20th December, 1998 (dasha  running was of

Venus/Ketu) Death of her father, Dr. B.V.Raman. Venus is

the Ninth Lord in Tenth house and Ketu is posited in Twelfth

house from Ninth house (Father).

7. On 21st April, 2003 (dasha running was of (Sun/

Mercury) she was honoured by the Sri Lankan President,

Mrs. Chandrika Kumaratunge, with the title of Queen of

Astrology at Colombo.

Gayatri Devi Vasudev has authored many books on

Astrology and Vastu. The exalted  Mercury as the Fifth and

Eighth Lord conjunct  with Ketu placed in Eighth house

aspected by Jupiter from Twelfth house. As Guruji Shri.

K.N.Rao sir had told us the combinations for writing is  that

- Fifth house  or Fifth Lord gives Authorship while the Third

house or Third Lord gives quick writing.

8. After her father’s death in December,1998, mother

supported her and at age of 90 years moved out of her

husband’s property with her daughter. She had legal battle

with her brothers and sisters, over her fathers’ property as

she along with her husband and mother was told to leave the

premises and was deprived of the right to the fathers’ property

(dasha was of  Sun/Sun)  Sun,  Seventh Lord   is debilitated

(Neech Ka  Surya)  in the Ninth house (Father and Fortune)

and is aspected by Saturn  which is conjunct  with  Third Lord

Mars (Co-borns) in  the Seventh house. Because she was

favoured by her mother and father her brothers and sisters

were very jealous of her.
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9. In  the year 2018 (Dasha of Mars/Saturn), she got

her share in her fathers property as she won legally. Mars is

the Third & Tenth Lord with Lagnesh Saturn (22033’)  is in

close degree conjuction with Ninth Lord , Venus (22044’)  and

is placed in Seventh house makes a Raja Yoga  as Saturn

gets directional strength in Seventh house.

In Namasha, Saturn gets exalted and is with Moon

placed in Sixth house.

Astrological Analysis of the horoscope:

The Debilitated planets results:

Moon as the Sixth Lord (Litigation) is debilitated in

Tenth house has crossed the debilitation point of 30  and is

conjunct with Venus which is the Fourth (Property) & Ninth

(Father) Lord being aspected by Mars as the Third (Co-borns)

& Tenth (Career) Lord  from the Seventh house.

According to Brihat Parashar Hora Shastra, the

Sixth Lord when debilitated will become Raja Yoga Karaka,

therefore, dasha of debilitated Moon gave good results. Here

in the dasha of Moon from February 2005 to February 2015.

The Astrological Magazine publication closed down in

December 2007 (dasha of Moon/Rahu) following her

resignation from its Editorship in June 2007. As Editor  from

January 1999 to June 2007 of the Astrological Magazine

and earlier as its Associate Editor, she was actively involved

with her father, Dr. B.V.Raman from 1972 to untill his death

in December 1998 in his mission of Astrology.

She became the Editor of MODERN ASTROLOGY

magazine which she started in 2009 (dasha of Moon/

Jupiter). The ten years of Mahadasha of Moon, though

debilitated gave her position and she started her own

Magazine.

Sun is the Seventh Lord (Spouse) is debilitated in

the Ninth house (Fortune and Father) and in Navamsha is

placed in Eighth house aspected by Mars and Saturn.

Sun is the significator of Father. She took up her

fathers work, Astrology as her career as Ninth Lord (Father)

is in Tenth house (Career), so we can say her career is

linked to her Father.

She has a very nice husband. The debilitated Sun

as Seventh Lord only shows that her husband was insulted

by her brothers but he stood by his wife. It  also  shows the

pain her husband had to undergo due to insult by her brothers,

which is due to debilitation of Sun as the Seventh Lord in

Ninth house aspected by Saturn.

The Six years of  Maha dasha of Sun (Feb. 1999 to

Feb. 2005) gave her some  bad times but she became stoic

and  got the great strength to move on without resisting.

Jupiter is the Second (Income) & Eleventh Lord

(Financial gains), is debilitated in twelfth house shows some

problems or difficulty for money she must have faced. Jupiter

is vargottam, giving it strength so there is the strength to

overcome financial crisis.

Jupiter‘s  Mahadasha did not come. But Jupiter gave

good results in Antardashas  as it became powerful due to

being Vargottam.

Conclusion: It can be clearly be stated that despite

having Three planets debilitated in her horoscope, Smt.

Gayatri Devi Vasudev  became very Famous Astrologer and

has given many accurate predictions and worked on

Mundane Astrology. Only  a good astrologer can evaluate

these points on debilitated planets before giving any

prediction.

*****


